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Abstract
Copper deposition ontoCu2O thinfilms grown onAu(111) results in the formation ofmonolayer
islandswith hexagonal and rhombic shapes, as observedwith scanning tunnellingmicroscopy. The
differential conductance through theCu islands is governed by distinct quantumwell states (QWS),
accompanied by pronounced electron standingwave patterns. Below the onset of theQWS, an
extended region of negative differential conductance opens up, inwhich also the tunnelling current
declinesmarkedly with increasing bias voltage. The effect is assigned to the quantised electronic
structure of the Cu islands in combinationwith the p-type conductance behaviour of the oxidefilm
underneath. The latter promotes electron transport across the islands around the Fermi level, but
leads to a closure of this transport channel at negative bias.

1. Introduction

A fundamental goal in the development of novel electronic devices is the fabrication of elements with strongly
nonlinear current–voltage characteristics [1]. Such a conductance behaviour beyondOhms law forms the basis
for various electronic applications, e.g. switches, amplifiers and smart control systems. Of particular interest are
elements with negative differential resistance (NDR), exhibiting a decreasing current at increasing voltage or
synonymously a differential conductance (dI/dV )with negative sign.On themechanistic level, theNDR effect
typically arises from electron tunnelling through systemswith a strongly non-monotonic density of states (DOS)
[2]. The technologicallymost relevant example is the tunnelling diode,made of highly p- and n-doped electrodes
facing each other across an insulating gap. Electron tunnelling across the gap gives rise to theNDR effect with
ratios between forward and valley current of about ten.

TheNDR effect has been identified in a large variety of quantum systems. It is commonly found in the
electron transport through individualmolecules andmolecular films [3–6], and arises if a conductance channel
through amolecular orbital becomes non-resonant with the leads of the junction [7, 8]. Alternatively, theNDR
effectmay be triggered by conformational changes in themolecules, whichmodify the transparency of the
molecularDOS for electrons [9]. However, negative differential conductance is not restricted tomolecular
systems and has been found in inorganicmaterials as well, provided they feature discrete energy levels suitable
for electron transport [10]. It has been observed, for example, in the tunnelling characteristic of Cl vacancies in
NaCl thin films or of band-gap states in boron- or hydrogen-terminated Si(111) [11–13]. Also the conductance
throughGd nanowires self-assembled on Si(110) displays a pronouncedNDR region at negative bias [14]. In all
these examples, conductance spectroscopywith a scanning tunnellingmicroscope (STM)was themethod of
choice to probe theNDR effect. The technique features unmatched spatial resolution and is thus sensitive to
individual nanostructures.Moreover, it enables an easy adjustment of the Fermi levels (EF) of the involved
electrodes in order to realise resonant tunnelling conditions.

Alsometal particles with a fewhundreds or thousands of atoms are characterised by a discreteDOS, which in
principle qualifies them for theNDR effect. The latter should be particularly strong in 2D islands, where
quantisation phenomena aremore pronounced than in 3D systems [15].Moreover,metal nanostructures are
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expected to bemore robust against damage at high current loads as compared tomolecules. Despite these
advantages, NDR effects have rarely been reported in the electron transport throughmetal nanostructures,
mostly for two reasons [16]. First,metal particles are often prepared on dielectric supports with low surface-free
energy, where Vollmer–Weber growth guarantees the formation of compact and spatially confined aggregates
[17]. Given the low conductivity ofmost dielectrics, electron-transport in these samples is often governed by
Coulomb charging instead ofNDR effects [18, 19]. Second, quantumwell states (QWS) in nanoparticles are
often closely-spaced and strongly overlapping, whichmakesNDR-related phenomena difficult to observe [20].

In this work, a compound systemmade of a cuprous oxide thin film decoratedwithmonolayer (ML)Cu
islands is presented, inwhich the above two restrictions are lifted and a strongNDR effect becomes visible in
STM spectroscopy. Electron transport through the contact is governed by theQWSof theCuflakes in
combinationwith the p-type conductance behaviour of theCu2O layer beneath. The interplay of both
contributions leads to an extendedNDR region just below the onset of the copperQWS at negative bias,
characterised by a large ratio between on/off current.

2. Experimental techniques

The experiments have been performedwith a custom-built Beetle-type STM, operated at liquid nitrogen
temperature. Themicroscope is enclosed in anUHVchamber (base-pressure 2×10−10mbar), equippedwith
standard facilities for sample preparation and analysis. The STMmeasurements were conducted in the constant
currentmodewith electrochemically etched gold tips. Differential conductance data were recordedwith a lock-
in amplifier at 15 mVmodulation bias and 1350 Hz. The oxidefilmswere prepared by reactive Cudeposition
onto a sputtered and annealedAu(111) single crystal in 5×10−6mbar oxygen ambience [21]. To stimulate
crystallisation, the filmswere post-annealed in vacuum to 600 Kuntil a sharp (2×2) spot patternwith respect
to the primitive Au (1×1)was detected in electron diffraction. Thefilm thickness after annealingwas estimated
to fourMLs. Thefilms haveCu2O stoichiometry and feature a 2.0 eV band gap, as probedwith STM
conductance spectroscopy. In addition, a surface state is revealed in the unoccupied part of the band gap, arising
from theCu 4s dangling bond state of chemically unsaturatedCucus ions according to recent density functional
theory calculations [22]. Tunnelling into this resonance produces a hexagonal lattice with 5.8 Å periodicity in the
STM, characteristic for theCu2O(111) surface (figure 1(a)). The oxide film is permeated by dislocation lines,
compensating for themisfit strainwith the gold support. Depending on thickness and thermal treatment of the
Cu2O layer, the domain boundaries adopt triangular, zig-zag and straight configurations [23]. Thefilms
prepared here are composed of triangular domainswith 5 nm edge length. The sample preparationwasfinalised
by dosing 0.2 ML ofmetallic Cu onto the oxide surface followed by an annealing step to temperatures between
400 and 600 K.

3. Experimental results

Figure 1(a) depicts a large-scale STM topography of Cu2O/Au(111), clearly displaying the hexagonal atomic
lattice and the triangular domain pattern of thefilm. After copper deposition at 300 K, the oxide surface gets
decoratedwith small particles without discernible inner structure (figure 1(a), inset). Gently annealing to 450 K
triggers a rearrangement of the ad-copper intoML islands of hexagonal or rhombic shape and∼5 nmedge
length (figure 1(b)). Two island configurations are distinguishable, ad-islands that protrude the oxide by 1.0 Å
and embedded island being 1.5 Å lower than the oxide surface (figure 1(d)). These height values have been
recorded at 2.5 V sample bias and exhibit a strong bias dependence indicative for an electronic contribution. The
island boundaries perfectly follow the symmetry directions of theCu2O lattice, suggesting a template effect of
the oxide surface. Rough boundaries were only observed in vicinity of Cu2O step edgesmost likely due to a
deviating nucleationmechanism.No inner structure was resolved for theCu islands, however, the spectroscopy
data presented later suggest a dense-packedCu(111)nature. Further annealing to 600 K leads to a substantial
increase of the island diameter to 10–20 nm, a clear sign forOstwald ripening at elevated temperature
(figure 1(c)). Although the structural integrity of the underlying Cu2O cannot be proven from the topographic
data, our conductance spectra suggest the presence of an oxide spacer even after annealing. Rising the
temperature to 700 Kfinally destroys the oxidefilm and renders the pristine Au(111) surface visible in the STM.
The oxide decomposition is driven byCu dissolution into the Au support, associatedwith oxygen desorption
from the surface [23]. The peculiar electronic structure ofMLCu islands onCu2O/Au(111) is addressed in the
following paragraph.

Differential conductance (dI/dV ) spectra taken on pristine Cu2Ofilms feature awide region of low
intensity, reflecting theCu2Oband gap around the Fermi level (figure 2(a), second curve). An in-gap peak at
0.85 Vmarks the dangling-bond state of CuCus surface ions discussed before [22]. The dI/dV response changes
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drastically whenmoving the tip on top of theCu ad-islands, both the adsorbed and embedded type (figure 2(a),
upper curves).While the conductance above EF is featureless and lacks the oxide surface state seen before, a series
of pronounced dI/dVmaxima becomes visible at negative bias. ThemaximumdI/dV intensity is typically
reached at−0.3 V, belowwhich the conductance starts decreasing again. Surprisingly, the dI/dV signal turns
negative in a broad bias window around−1.0 V and only slowly recovers to positive values at even higher
negative bias. The effect is particularly strong for the largest ad-islands produced by 600 K annealing, where the
ratio betweenmaximumand valley conductance (on/off) amounts to 3:1 (figure 2(b)). As a result, theNDR

Figure 1. STM topographic images of (a) pristine Cu2O/Au(111), (b) after deposition of 0.2 MLCu and 450 K annealing and (c) after
600 K annealing (30×30 nm2,UB=2.2 V, 10 pA). The inset in (a) shows the surface after 0.2 MLCu deposition prior to annealing
(30×30 nm2). (d)Height profile corresponding to the dashed line in panel (b). (e)Bias-dependent STM images of a Cu island
depicting a contrast reversal between−1.0 and−0.5 V sample bias (15×15 nm2).

Figure 2. (a)Differential conductance spectrameasured on oxide-free Cu/Au(111), a bare Cu2Ofilm andCu ad-islands produced by
450 K sample annealing (bottom to top). (b) Similar data as in (a) but after 600 K annealing. (c)Current tracemeasured
simultaneously with the upper dI/dV curve in (b). Themean size of examinedCu islands is indicated in the panels, theNDR regions
aremarkedwith blue areas. All spectroscopy datawere taken at a set point of 2.0 V and 10 pA. See supplementarymaterial for spectra
measured as a function of set-point current.
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effect is not only detected in the dI/dV spectra but appears directly in the I–V curves (figure 2(c)).We note that
the phenomenon is neither observed for Cu islands grown directly onAu(111) (figure 2(a), lowest curve)nor for
islands bound toML-thick oxide films.

The high conductance at and belowEFmakes theCu ad-islands easily detectable in dI/dVmaps, even if the
topographic contrast to surroundingCu2Opatches is small (figure 3). Inmaps taken just belowEF, the copper
islands appear brighter than the surrounding oxide, an effect that reverses in theNDR region at around−1.0 V.
The nature of the unusual conductance signature ofMLCu islands onCu2O thin films is discussed in the next
section.

4.Discussion

Cu2O(111), a close-packed oxide surfacewith comparatively low surface-free energy, is expected to promote
Vollmer–Weber growth ofmetals, resulting in compact 3Dparticles [24, 25]. However, not even room-
temperature Cu exposure gives rise to discernible 3Ddeposits, and the deviation fromVollmer–Weber growth
becomes striking after annealing theCu/Cu2O system. Already at 450 K, the ad-copper aggregates to perfectML
islands, embedded either in the surface plane or in deeper oxide layers. The protruding appearance of the ad-
islands at certain bias voltages only reflects the higherDOS of themetal with respect to the oxide and is therefore
an electronic and not a topographic effect (see figure 1(e)). The unusual growth behaviour of copper on
Cu2O/Au(111) is ascribed to the low thermodynamic stability of the oxide film, especially inCu excess. Already
atmoderate vacuum-annealing, the low-coordinatedOCus ions start desorbing from the surface and the
emerging voids fill upwithCu ad-atoms from the evaporation process. The lattermergewith neighbouring Cu+

ions from the oxide network and aggregate tometallic Cuflakes with aCu(111)-type packing (figure 4). At even
more reducing conditions, alsoO ions from subsurface Cu2Oplanesmay leave the lattice, allowing theCu
islands to etch deeper into theCu2Ofilm and to form the embedded island type.

Thewell-established electronic properties of compact Cu(111) planes provide a good starting point for
discussing the conductance phenomena observed for the oxide-supported islands. TheirDOS around EF is

Figure 3. STM topographic image and corresponding dI/dVmaps of Cu islands onCu2O/Au(111) (50×50 nm2,−0.8 V, 10 pA).
The ad-islands are clearly distinguishable via their distinct conductance behaviour. They appear dark in theNDR region at−0.8 V and
develop bright centres at−0.4 V due to tunnelling from the copperQWS.

Figure 4.High resolution STM image and proposed growthmodel of Cu islands embedded in the surface of a Cu2O/Au(111) thinfilm
(10×10 nm2,UB=0.5 V, 10 pA).
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dominated by theCu 4sp band that can be approximated as free-electron parabola near the band onset [26]. On
infinite Cu(111), the band takes the formof a Shockley surface state with−450 meV energy onset and 0.46me

effective electronmass [27]. Deviations from the ideal free-electron parabola are expected here due to the finite
size andML character of the ad-islands. ThefilledCu 3d states, on the other hand, are located at energies below
−2.0 eV and not relevant for the observed conductance behaviour.

Themeasured dI/dV spectra of Cu ad-islands can indeed be rationalisedwith the signature of a quantisedCu
4sp surface band. The sudden conductance rise at about−0.7 V agrees reasonably well with the band onset [27].
Deviations from the classical surface state arise from the peculiar tunnelling characteristic through a double-
barrier junction that consists of vacuumgap, Cu island andCu2Ofilm in the present case. Due to a finite
screening ability, a part of the applied bias drops inside the oxide layer and not in the vacuumbarrier, which
results in a systematic shift ofmeasured onset positions tomore negative values [28, 29]. The ratio between bias-
drop in the oxidefilm and the vacuumgap amounts to: h =

e
d

z
with d and ε =7.1 being the thickness and

dielectric constant of the Cu2Ofilm and z the tip-sample distance [30]. Using approximate values forfilm
thickness (4ML) and tunnelling distance (6.5 Å at 2 V bias setpoint, see supplementarymaterial available online
at stacks.iop.org/NJP/21/113026/mmedia), η is calculated to 0.2 and all spectral features appear at η/
(η+1)=17%higher voltage than in the unbiased junction. This bias division partly explains, whymeasured
band onsets in the oxide-supported Cu islands are systematically shiftedwith respect to the classical Cu(111)
Shockley band [31].

Above the band onset, the dI/dV spectra run through a series ofmaxima, whereas the ideal Shockley band
features constantDOS (figure 2(a)). This observation provides evidence for electron quantisation in theCu
islands that are smaller than the Fermiwavelength of copper [32, 33]. Only in the largestflakes produced by
600 K annealing, the spacing between adjacentQWSbecomes too small to induce a discernible fine-structure in
the dI/dV spectra (figure 2(b)). Electron quantisation comes alongwith pronounced standing-wave patterns in
the respective dI/dVmaps [15, 34], exemplarily shown for a nearly rhombic Cu island infigure 5. Below the
band onset, i.e. in theNDR region, the island exhibits dark dI/dV contrast. Increasing the bias to−0.4 Vmoves
the lowestQWS into the focus and an elongated conductancemaximumemerges in the island centre. At−0.3 V,
the secondQWSbecomes detectable as dumbbell patternwith a single node along the long island axis. The
following state, characterised by two orthogonal nodal planes, appears at−0.2 V, while development of a second
node along the long axis is observed at−0.1 V. Additional QWS are detected aboveEF, however,more andmore
complexwave patterns render their assignment to specific eigenstates difficult.

Figure 5. (a) STM topography and (c) associated dI/dVmaps for a rhombicCu ad-island onCu2O/Au(111) taken at the indicated bias
voltages (12.5×12.5 nm2). (b)Dispersion relation of the derived electronic states and fit to anE∼k2 free-electronmodel. The
graph does not include the effects of bias-division.
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From analysing energy and nodal structure of the detectedQWS, the onset and dispersion of theCu 4sp band
can be determined. The experimental island infigure 5 does not have a simple spherical or hexagonal symmetry,
but can be approximatedwith a distorted rectangle of 6.9×5.7 nm edge lengths. The dispersion along the two

separable axes is then given by: = +E E kx y m x y, 0 2 ,
22

eff
withmeff the effective electronmass [35]. Thewavenumber

= p
l

kx y,
2

x y,
can be extracted from intrinsic wavelengths of theQWSmaxima, as derived from fitting cross

sections along the island axes to a squared sine function. The resulting graph depicts the expected E∼k2

dependency of a quasi-free electron gas in a box potential. A linear fit to data fromboth axes yields a band onset
ofE0=−(500±60)meV and an effective electronmass ofmeff=(0.5±0.1)me. After correcting for the bias-
division in the double barrier junction, the band onset agrees with the one of theCu(111) surface state, while the
effectivemass is somewhat larger (0.65me instead of 0.46me). Higher effectivemass indicates larger interatomic
distances, hence reducedwavefunction overlap in the ad-islands, whichmight be explainedwith a template
effect of the spatially expandedCu2O(111) surface [36].We note that different ad-islands feature different
dispersion relations. TheQWS in hexagonal islands, as seen infigure 1(b) for example, show a nearly linear
dispersion due towavefunction entanglement along the island axes. Amore detailed discussion of quantisation
phenomena in the differently shaped ad-islands onCu2O(111) is however beyond the scope of this paper.

Our analysis indicates that the conductance behaviour of theCu islands can be understood from the
properties of the Cu 4sp surface bandmodified by electron quantisation effects. However, deviations are evident
at two points. Thefirst one is the detected dI/dV signal strength, beingmuch higher forfilled than for empty
QWS. In fact, the emptyQWS at positive bias are hardly resolved at all (figure 2). This discrepancy cannot be
explainedwith deviatingmatrix elements for the tunnelling process, as tunnelling into empty states is typically
easier than from filled states due to a higher spatial confinement of the latter. The second point concerns the
anomalous conductance course with an extendedNDR region below theCu 4sp band.While a drop of the dI/dV
signal always occurs at the band onset, as no new transport channels become available anymore, the signal
should remain above zero. The pronouncedNDR effect observed here suggests an additional effect, whichmay
be connected to the p-type conductance behaviour of theCu2O thin films, as sketched in ourfinal section.

A currentflow through theCu ad-islands requires both, vacuum tunnelling into/out of the STM tip and
electron transport across theCu2Ofilm, being a bulk insulatorwith 2.15 eVband gap [37]. In stoichiometric
Cu2Owith the Fermi level inmid-gap position, this extra barrier affects the dI/dV spectra in similarmanner for
both polarities. The symmetry gets lifted if the balance of charge carriers gets perturbed and the Fermi level shifts
towards one band edge. Cuprous oxide is a textbook example for a p-type conductor, as formation of Cu
vacancies is thermodynamically preferred [38]. Development of a p-type Cu2Ofilm is expected also in our case,
althoughmetallic copper, formally an electron donor, is dosed onto the surface. This apparent contradiction
may be resolved as follows. Formation of Cu ad-islands is always initiated by a vacuum-annealing step,
stimulating oxygen desorption from the surface. The voids are populated by deposited Cu atoms thatmergewith
adjacent Cu ions of thefilm to a compact island, as visualised infigure 4. Each desorbingO species hereby
releases two electrons, formally enough to neutralise two adjacent Cu+ ions. Ifmore than two cations are
involved in the process, for example if all Cu+neighbours of an oxygen vacancy turnmetallic, themissing
charges are pulled off the surroundingCu2Onetwork that consequently turns electron-deficient. The spread of
metallic Cu islands in theCu2O surfacemight therefore result in a p-type conductance behaviour of the oxide
film (figure 4).

Themechanism of electron transport through aCu / p-type Cu2O /Au(111) tunnel junction is now
discussed separately for the different voltage regimes depicted infigure 6. At positive sample bias, electron
propagation from the tip to the sample can be realised in a single step, inwhich the electron tunnels through
vacuumbarrier, Cu island andCu2Oband gap into an accepting state of the Au(111) surface. In the case of a
finite residence time of electrons in theCu eigenstates, the one-step process would be replaced by a two-step
tunnelling scheme and the signature of Coulomb charging should appear in the conductance traces. However,
experimental dI/dV spectra are nearly featureless at positive bias and no signs of sequential tunnelling are
revealed. A one-step tunnelling regime also explains the lowdI/dV intensitiesmeasured aboveEF, because the
total tunnelling distance, consisting of vacuumplus oxide barrier, is relatively long (figure 6(a)).

The situation changes at small negative bias, where two steps aremandatory to propagate electrons from the
Au(111) to the tip (figure 6(b)). In afirst step, tunnelling occurs fromoccupiedQWS in theCu island to empty
tip states. Corresponding rates are expected to be large, given themuch shorter tunnelling distance with respect
to the one-step process discussed before. In a second step, the electron reservoir in theCu islands is refilled by
moving the hole through the oxide spacer into the gold support. Also this process is associatedwith high rates for
the following reasons: (i)At low bias, the hole in the copperQWS safely faces the valence band of the p-type
Cu2O, even if it thermalizes to the islands Fermi level. (ii)Hole transfer into and out of the oxide bands occurs
without hindrance, as the Cu2Ofilms are too thin to develop Schottky barriers either on the gold or the copper
side. (iii)Hole transport inside the oxide film is governed by the excellent hole-conducting properties of cuprous
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oxide [37], and further promoted by an only partly screened tip-electric field. And (iv), quick refilling of the
copperQWS is guaranteed as the entire island area and not only the position of the tip is available for charge
exchange. In total, electron transport between sample and tip is highly efficient at small negative bias, explaining
the large dI/dV signal observed in the region offilled copperQWS.

However, this conductance channel breaks down at higher negative bias and leads to the extendedNDR
region below the onset of theCu 4sp band (figure 6(c)).While thefirst transport step that is electron tunnelling
fromfilledQWS states to the tip remains open, the hole transport through the oxide layer gets disrupted. The
reason is a tip-induced downward bending of theCu2O valence band, which in turn does not face the hole-state
in the copperQWS anymore. Especially if the hole thermalizes to the Fermi level, penetration into the
p-conductive Cu2Ofilm is blocked by a tunnel barrier and the hole gets trapped at the top of thefilledQWS. As a
consequence, electron transport through the STM junction gets inhibited, which results in a sudden drop of the
tunnelling current and drives the system into theNDR regime (figure 6(c)). The same explanation holdswhen
switching the view point fromhole to electron transport. Also here, charge transfer fromAu(111) to the copper
QWS is the decisive step.Whereas at lownegative bias, it relies on direct conductance through a partially filled
Cu2O valence band, it involves tunnelling across theCu2Oband gap as the bias increases. The proposed
mechanismdeviates from commonNDRconcepts, inwhich a discrete electronic state, e.g. amolecular orbital,
turns non-resonant with the Fermi energy in either tip or sample [2–6]. Indirect support for our interpretation
comes from the fact that no comparable conductance behaviour has been observed for the various particle-oxide
systems exploredwith STM so far [39].Most of these experiments were performed on stoichiometric or n-type
oxidefilms that are either unable tomodify electron transport at all or promote conductance through
emptyQWS.

5. Conclusions

MLCu islands grown onCu2O thin films are subject to lateral quantisation effects that come alongwith
pronounced electron standingwave patterns, as detectedwith scanning tunnellingmicroscopy and
spectroscopy. Especially the filled Cu 4sp-derivedQWS give rise to a series of pronounced dI/dVmaxima, while
emptyQWS are hardly detected in the spectra. The effect was explainedwith the p-type conductance behaviour
of the oxidefilm directly below theCu islands.While at positive bias, the oxide band gap poses a barrier for
electron tunnelling, the transport gets promoted by the high-lying valence band of p-typeCu2O at small negative
bias. At high negative bias, on the other hand, this conductance channel breaks down and awideNDR region
opens up below the copperQWS states. TheNDR effect thus arises from the interplay of electron quantisation, a
p-type conductance behaviour and the dielectric screening in theCu/Cu2O/Au(111) tunnel junction. Future
studies aim at optimising theNDR effect by tuning layer thickness, defect structure and p-type character of the
Cu2Ofilms.
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bias. The limiting step is the hole transport from theCuQWS into theCu2O valence band.
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